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Ecoroca Deck Design/Construction Manual

 Be sure to read this Design/Construction Manual before the construction.
 Be sure to abide by the cautions described here because they contain serious matters.

 Prohibited Matters





This product is a product for human passage. Do not use this on a place for other purposes like vehicle passage.
Do not use this product at a dangerous place like on a cliff as flooring materials of an observation deck.
This product is combustible. Therefore do not use it near the dangerous material like a fuel tank or a hot air exhaust hole.
When burning fire or heating on this product, catching fire or deformation of this product can be caused. Therefore be sure not to do
such a thing.
 At the time of design/construction, be sure to read this “Design/Construction Manual” and abide by the descriptions.

 Cautions
 At storage of this product, avoid direct sunlight and store this product horizontally in the packaged condition. Do not pile up the
products for a long time. It can cause a curve or warp of this product.
 When transporting a long piece product (3 m or longer), hold it by two or more persons. Take care not to let it bend.
 Installation methods and supporting spans other than specified here can cause flaws like warps, bends and damages.
 “Ecoroca” is a product that is made by “grinding → mixing → forming” the raw materials (wood powder and polypropylene resin),
which has expansion and contraction properties by heat and moisture absorption. Therefore, secure enough clearance according to
the standards of the Design and Construction Manual.
 Excessive concentrated load and shock load caused by such actions like jumping on or jumping off from this product can cause
severe injury by the product bending or damage.
 Daytime strong sunlight can make the product surface very hot. Therefore avoid walking barefoot and be sure to wear footwears
while walking.
 When using this product at an area with deep snow coverage, in addition to the standards of this Design/Construction Manual, please
implement strength calculation and strength confirmation considering the snow load separately.
 When using this product under such circumstances described below, underfloor environment can be highly-humid, which can cause
“unexpected expansion by moisture absorption” and “unexpected accidents like the structure damages by warp, bending and
floating-up of the floor and floor end”.
When using this product, sure drainage plans should be planned like securing proper ventilation and drainage slope under floor, and
installation of proper drains and rainwater gulleys.

[1] The exterior with independent
footings and poor drainage
Section

[2] A pit always collecting water

[3] Floor with poor drainage slope

Plan

[5] Floors of a bathroom or out-door
bath tab

[4] Central courtyards or roof gardens
blocked in four directions.
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Safe Design
 The Purpose of Expansion/Contraction Considering Design
- This product is a composite material of wood and plastic. And therefore it has a property of moisture absorbing
expansion by wood and heat expansion/contraction by plastic. Accordingly when employing this product, it is necessary
to implement proper design - construction with well considering moisture absorption expansion and heat
expansion/contraction, while well understanding these properties.

 Design Considering Hygroscopic Performance

- Hygroscopic performance measurement values of ECOROCA
Table-1
Evaluation items
Outdoor exposure test (Horizontal
exposure, 60 months)

Measurement values
0.06

Under circumstance of indoors 20C/
humidity 90 % (365 days)

Dimensional change rate (length direction %)
0.39

* Measurement: Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute
* The values are measurement values and are not guaranteed values. Also, they can be changed by composition
changes and the like by the technological improvement.
 As shown in Table-1, under the high humidity condition, 6.5 times larger expansion can occur, compared with those
under the natural conditions. Therefore, when using this product under the conditions described on page 1,
“Cautions,” of this Design/Construction Manual, sufficient considerations are required.

 Design Considering Thermal Performance
- Thermal performance measurement values of ECOROCA.
Table-2
Evaluation items
Thermal performance

Linear expansion coefficient, longer direction (x 10-5 1/C)

Measurement values
4.1 (Longer direction)

* Measurement: In-house measurement
* The values are measurement values and are not guaranteed values. Also, they can be changed by composition
changes and the like by the technological improvement.
*

When surface temperature difference of the product (solar radiation, back-and-front side, average) becomes 50C or
more after installation of this product, 2.05 mm per meter expansion/contraction occurs in the longer direction.
Therefore, at design and construction, secure enough joints (clearances) at the joint part (longer and shorter direction)
and circumference part, that can absorb the expansion/contraction as shown in page 14, “Installation of floorboards,”
of this Design/Construction Manual.
Also, when using a long material with the length exceeding L = 2,000 mm, enough consideration is required to secure
an especially large joint (clearance).
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Standard Component Members 1
ECOROCA materials
DK-2020-F (Section 145 × 30)

DK-2020-R (Section 145 × 30)

(3.3 kg/m)
DK-2020N-R (Section 145 × 30)

(3.3kg/m)
DK-1000C (Section 145 × 30)

(3.3kg/m)
DM-1000N (Section 145 × 30)

(2.8 kg/m)
DJ-1000 (Section 145 × 20)

(5.5 kg/m)

(2.5 kg/m)
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DK-2020N-F (Section 145 × 30)

(3.3 kg/m)
DM-1000 (Section 145 × 30)

(5.5 kg/m)
SK-2100 (Section 165 × 12

(2.5 kg/m)

Standard Component Members 2
Grounding materials
Steel joists

(50 × 50 × 80 × t 1.6)

Aluminum joists (30 x 70 x t 2.0)
A6063S-T5

Superdyma

L=3,000 (KS-5030)
L=3,600 (KS-5036)

L=3,600 (TS-70301)

Silver-colored

Bit for E Brackets

E Brackets

Modesty Panel Metals

For steel joists

L=3,600 (TS70701)

Silver-colored

Prevention of dropping coin

Pan-Head TEKs5-16

SUS410

Bronze colored

A6063S-T5

2x4.5x65H

* Specifications for prevention of dropping coin

Countersunk Head TEKs 5-55

Aluminum joists (70 x 70 x t 2.0)

Concrete Screw 4-32
SUS410

Passivated colored
Modesty Panel Metals

For aluminum joists (silver-colored)
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SUS410

Passivated colored

Standard Component Members 3
Supporting Legs
Steel Struts (Hexagonal support) L Type

KK-3114

Application area
(mm)
450 - 550

Hexa MW-500-L

Item number

* Color is all black.
* Allowable compressive (buckling) strength of the hexagonal
support: 12 KN/piece

Remarks

KK-3116

420 - 520

Hexa MW-470-L

KK-3100

350 - 450

Hexa MW-400-L

KK-3101

280 - 380

Hexa MW-330-L

KK-3102

230 - 330

Hexa MW -280-L

KK-3103

200 - 250

Hexa MW-250-L

KK-3104

180 - 250

Hexa MW-215-L

KK-3105

140 - 190

Hexa MW-165-L

KK-3106

113 - 160

Hexa MW-135S-L

KK-3109

93 - 127

KK-3107

59 - 90

KK-3108

40 - 60

KK-3112

14 - 40

Hexa MW-110S-L
Hexa MW - IS mini
-L
Hexa MW - U mini
- II
Hexa MW - U mini
-I

Steel Struts (Hexagonal support) F Type

TT-5060

Application area
(mm)
500 - 600

Hexa MW-500-L

TT-4252

420 - 520

Hexa MW-470-L

TT-3545

350 - 450

Hexa MW-400-L

TT-2838

280 - 380

Hexa MW-330-L

TT-2333

230 - 330

Hexa MW -280-L

TT-2030

200 - 250

Hexa MW-250-L

TT-1825

180 - 250

Hexa MW-215-L

TT-1419

140 - 190

Hexa MW-165-L

TT-1216

113 - 160

Hexa MW-135S-L

TT-1012

93 - 127

TT-0609

59 - 90

KK-3108

40 - 60

KK-3112

14 - 40

Hexa MW-110S-L
Hexa MW - IS mini
-F
HexaMW - U mini II
Hexa MW - U mini
-I

Item number

* Color is all black.
* Allowable compressive (buckling) strength of the hexagonal
support: 12 KN/piece

Remarks

Joist Catcher A-Type

Joist Catcher B-Type

70x84x50 (TSRN84) Silver-colored

70x54x50 TSRN54) Silver-colored
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Details of Standard Arrangement 1
Joist Single Construction Method
Steel Joist 50 x 50 + Hexagonal support

Aluminum Joist 30 x 70 + Joist Catcher B-type

Applicable range: H=64 - 250
Aluminum Joist 30 x 70 + Joist Catcher A-type

Applicable range: H=64 - 94
Aluminum Joist 70 x 70 + Joist Catcher A-type

Applicable range: H=64 - 124

Applicable range: H=104 - 164

Aluminum Joist 30 x 70 + Hexagonal support

Aluminum Joist 70 x 70 + Hexagonal support

Applicable range: H=120 - 250

Applicable range: H=160 - 250
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Details of Standard Arrangement 2
Joists + Sleepers, Double Construction Method
Aluminum Joist 30 x 70 + Aluminum Steel Sleeper 30 x 70

Aluminum Joist 30 x 70 + Aluminum Steel Sleeper 70 x 70
Vibration-proof rubber

Vibration-proof rubber

Vibration-proof rubber
Vibration-proof rubber

Minimum applicable height: H=150

Minimum applicable height: H=190

Aluminum Joist 30 x 70 + Steel Sleeper 50 x 50

Aluminum Joist 70 x 70 + Aluminum Steel Sleeper 70 x 70

Vibration-proof rubber

Vibration-proof rubber

Vibration-proof rubber
Vibration-proof rubber

Minimum applicable height: H=170

Minimum applicable height: H=230

Aluminum Joist 70 x 70 + Steel Sleeper 50 x 50

Steel Joist 50 x 50 + Steel Sleeper 50 x 50

Vibration-proof rubber

Vibration-proof rubber

Vibration-proof rubber

Minimum applicable height: H=210

Vibration-proof rubber

Minimum applicable height: H=190
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Supporting Leg Fixation Method
Floor Concrete - Water-proof Concrete Grounding Material  Concrete Screw + Adhesive Combination-use Method
- General fixation method

SUS concrete screw 4-32

SUS concrete screw 4-32

* When installing on an upper floor, to consider
wind endurance, strength study of the fixation
screws is additionally required. (Study of
post-installation anchor, chemical anchor and
others)
* When installing on a water-proof concrete
grounding surface, be careful not to make the
drilling depth reach to the waterproof layer, while
considering the concrete overlay thickness.

Pitaone c-320: applied quantity
30 g/piece

Pitaone c-320: applied quantity
30 g/piece

Floor Concrete - Water-proof Concrete Grounding Material  Drill-hole Anchor Adhesive Method
- When the inclination of the grounding
material layer is steep
- When the height is not enough for
the supporting legs
* Incorrect installation method can cause the
insufficient strength of the supporting legs.
Accordingly, please implement correct
installation after confirming the correct
installation method
* When installing on a water-proof grounding
material surface, be careful not to make the
drilled depth reach to the water-proof layer,
while considering the thickness of the concrete
overlay.

Konishi, Epoxy 2 liquid-type epoxy resin

φ14 x L 35 mm hole, drilled hole
Adhesive filling

Exposed Water-proof Grounding Layer 1  Adhesive Method
- When the water-proof surface can be
bonded
* It can be used only for lower floors.
* Be sure to confirm with the site supervisor
whether bonding to the water-proof layer
surface is allowable or not.
* The adhesive to be used (Applied quantity: 30
g/piece)
- Pitaone C-320 (One component type
modified silicone elastic adhesive)
When adhesive method is employed, to prevent
floating of the supporting legs, deck grounding
should be “sleeper + joist” crossing set or the
deck joints should be a running bond type.

Water-proof layer

Pitaone c-320: applied quantity
30 g/piece

Water-proof layer

Pitaone c-320: applied quantity
30 g/piece

Exposed Water-proof Grounding Layer 2  Spreading/Placing Method (* Grounding set: Sleeper + Joist Set)
- When the water-proof surface cannot
be bonded
* In the case of the spreading/placing method, be
sure to make the deck grounding layer should
be sleeper + joist crossing set.
* When using at the upper floor, be sure to study
the wind blowing-up load and the deck fixing
strength.

Water-proof layer

Vibration-proof rubber t 3.0 mm
(Water-proof surface protecting
material)
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Water-proof layer

Vibration-proof rubber t 3.0 mm
(Water-proof surface protecting
material)

Underlayer Arrangement Procedures
Joist, Single System (* When exceeding H = 250 mm, study to employ a double system or shake prevention method.)
* Used joist: Steel joist 50 x 50 x 80 x t 1.6, L = 3,600
* Live load: 3,000 N/m2

Joist + Sleeper Double-system (* When exceeding H = 350 mm, study to employ vibration prevention reinforcement.)
* Used joist: Steel joist ･ sleeper 50 x 50 x 80 x t 1.6 L = 3,600
* Live load: 3,000 N/m2
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Recommended method(1) to set joists and process deck in case of longitudinal installation
Position of double joists
1.
2.
3.

Taking joint of deck on L=995 from buildings
In both case of straight or running joint, taking a joint every three pcs of deck in L1995(2000)mm
Setting double joists on joint of deck
Effect (1) : Ensuring drainage water in case of entering water into inside deck.
Effect (2) : Ensuring drainage water in case of keeping water inside deck.
Effect (3) : Ensuring maintenance in case of clogging the joint of deck due to expanding by water absorption.
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Recommended method (2) set joists and process deck in case of longitudinal installation
Processing the edge of deck

1.

Cutting the edge of deck
Effect (1) : Ensuring drainage function and ventilation of inside deck even if joists of deck narrow.

Length of deck
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Installation Standards for Members
Allowable Support Span for Members
Table for Allowable Supporting Span of the Joist/Sleeper/Supporting Legs (live load: 3,000 N/m2)
Joist

Live load: 3,000 N/m2

Aluminum joist 30 x 70
3,600L

Sleeper

Joist
pitch

Aluminum joist 70 x 70
3,600L

Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,600L
Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,000L

Sleeper
pitch

Cantilever
length

Sleeper
pitch

Cantilever
length

Sleeper
pitch

Cantilever
length

200

720

150

720

200

720

200

200

900

150

900

200

900

Cantilever
length

500

Supporting leg pitch

Aluminum joist 30 x 70
3,600L

720

Aluminum joist 70 x 70
3,600L

500

Supporting leg pitch

720

900

Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,600L
Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,000L

500

Supporting leg pitch

900

600

900
200

900

900

200

900

200

900

900

*The face plates are supposed to be hollow material of 145 x 30 (DK-2020, DK-1000C)

Table for Allowable Supporting Span of the Joists/Sleepers/Supporting Legs (Live load: 4,000 N/m2)
Joist

Live load: 4,000 N/m2

Aluminum joist 30 x 70
3,600L

Sleeper

Joist
pitch

500

Supporting leg pitch
Aluminum joist 70 x 70
3,600L

200

Aluminum joist 70 x 70
3,600L

Sleeper
pitch

Cantilever
length

Sleeper
pitch

150

720

720

720
500

Supporting leg pitch
Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,600L
Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,000L

Cantilever
length

Aluminum joist 30 x 70
3,600L

600
200

720

900
500

Supporting leg pitch

Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,600L
Hat-shaped steel joist 50 x 50
3,000L

Sleeper
pitch

Cantilever
length

200

720

200

900
150

1,200

600

Sleeper
pitch

900
200

900

900

200
1,000

200

900

200

900

900

*The face plates are supposed to be hollow material of 145 x 30 (DK-2020, DK-1000C)
Allowable Supporting Span for the Deck Material
Table for Section-wise Allowable Supporting Span of the Deck Materials (Common for live load of up to 4,000 N/m 2)
Section size

Side-slit

145 x 30 hollow
145 x 30 hollow
145 x 30 hollow
145 x 30 hollow
145 x 30 hollow
145 x 30 solid
145 x 30 solid
145 x 20 hollow

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Item number

Unit weight
(kg/m)

Supporting pitch
(mm)

Cantilever length
(mm)

DK-2020

3.3

Within 500

Within 150

DK-2020N

3.3

Within 500

Within 150

DK-1000

3.1

Within 500

Within 150

DK-1000C

2.8

Within 500

Within 150

DK-1000N

3.1

Within 500

Within 150

DM-1000

5.8

Within 500

Within 150

DM-1000N

5.8

Within 500

Within 150

DJ-1000

2.5

Within 400

Within 120

Cantilever length
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Supporting span

Construction Procedures

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

Marking

Fixation of the
supporting legs

Leveling

Installation of sleepers /
joists

Installation of
floorboards

Installation of modesty
panels

Installation of underfloor
inspection holes

Self-inspection

Cleaning-up of remaining
materials/cleaning

[1]

Confirmation matters

Flow Chart

[1] Items to be Confirmed

 Confirm the installation range, floor height and settlement details of the wooden deck according to the approved
drawings
 Confirm the standards, color and numbers of the supplied members
 Confirm with the original contractor of “base line ink marking (center marking),” which is to be the construction range
standard, and “Rokuzumi (level standard ink line),” which is to be the standard of the floor height.
[2] Marking
- Mark the arrangement positions of sleeper steel (joist steel) and supporting legs on the grounding concrete surface
from the standard ink-marking according to the approved drawing.
- Because arrangement of the supporting legs can be changed according to the kinds of joists used and grounding layer
composition (single/double), install in a proper arrangement according to the “Allowable supporting span of the
members” described previously.
The arrangement of the supporting legs should be 900 x 900 in the case of double joist.
The arrangement of the supporting legs should be 500 x 900 in the case of single joist.

* ( ) dimension indicates the joist pitch in the case of single joist.

Figure. Marking procedures when using hat-shaped steel 50 x 50 x 80 x t 1.6, L = 3,600
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Construction Procedures 2
[3] Fixation of Supporting Legs
-

-

Fixing method of the supporting legs should be selected to be proper way depending on the conditions of an
installation place and composition of the grounding set. They should be described on the approval drawings in
advance and should be approved after consulting with the field supervisors.
According to the marking, arrange the supporting legs, and fix them tightly by the way approved by the approved
drawings.

Drilling-hole Anchor Adhesion Method

Installation Procedures
* Concrete powder remained in the holes
should be removed by a dust collection
device or a pipette.

[1] Drill a hole of φ 14 mm up to
the depth of about 35 mm.

* Mix the principal ingredient and hardener in the ratio of
principal ingredient 2 + hardener 1, and thereafter sufficiently
agitate it.
* Judging criteria of the pot life after agitation: Confirm it by the
following table depending on the selected adhesive.

[2] Fill the Konishi epoxy resin
adhesive into the hole.

Principal
ingredient 2

Hardener
1

* Selection of the adhesive
Konishi 2 liquid epoxy resin F✩✩✩✩
Bond
Pot life
Use temperature
30 ± 10 minutes (30C)
10C or higher
E206S
55 ± 10 minutes (15C)
5 - 20C
E206W
25 ± 10 minutes (20C)
5C or higher
E330
* Please use this at the conditions of ambient temperature of 5C
or higher
* Cure for 24 - 36 hours until the initial strength is secured.

[3] Push in the supporting leg screw,
while making it turn quietly. At
this moment, be sure to confirm
that the adhesive overflows from
the hole during this time.

Allowable Tensile Strength of the Supporting Legs
-

When studying the fixation method of the supporting legs, proper fixation of the supporting legs should be implemented, while
considering the allowable yield strength of each member and studying the live load of the deck and negative pressure by wind.
Concrete screw + adhesive
jointly-use method

Drilled hole anchor adhesive method

Allowable tensile strength:
1,300 N/piece

Allowable tensile strength:
2,500 N/piece

SUS concrete screw 4-32
Allowable pull-out strength: 400 N/piece (FG = 18 N/mm2)

Allowable tensile strength:
500 N/piece

Konishi Epoxy 2 liquid-type epoxy resin
Allowable adhesive shearing strength: 2,500 N/piece (M12)

Pitaone C-320: Application quantity 30 g/piece
Allowable adhesive tensile strength of the concrete
grounding layer: 500 N/piece

*

Adhesive method

Pitaone C-320: Application quantity 30 g/piece
Allowable adhesive tensile strength of the concrete
grounding layer: 500 N/piece

Allowable adhesive tensile strength to the applied water-proof surface should be taken as 300 N/piece, while
considering the peeling breakage of the water-proof layer.
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Construction Procedure 3
[4] Leveling

-

Confirm the supporting plate crown level of the supporting legs (hexagonal support) by the approved drawing.
When using a joist catcher, confirm the crown level of the joist (sleeper) that is to be inserted.
Adjust the laser light of the laser level meter to be a necessary level based on the “Rokuzumi” (level standard ink line).
Adjust the supporting plate crown of the supporting leg (hexagonal support) in line with the laser light by turning its turnbuckle body,
and fix it by fastening the upper and lower nuts.
In the case of drilling-hole anchor adhesive method, adjust the supporting plate crown level to the laser light by turning the supporting
plate and fix it by fastening the nut.
When using a joist catcher, slide the inserted joist upward and downward to adjust the joist crown surface level to the laser light,
fasten the clamp to lock, and fix it by the screw.
Finally, confirm its height again by the laser level meter. In some cases, confirm the level by using a leveling string.

Fix by the upper/
lower nuts.

Turn the supporting plate.

 Laser light
Fix by the upper/
lower nuts.

Turn the body part.
Fasten by the nut.

In the case of hexagonal/support, adjust
the level by turning the turnbuckle body
and fasten the upper/lower nuts.

In the case of the drilling-hole anchor
adhesive method, adjust the level by turning
the supporting plate and fasten the nut.

Slide upward/downward.

-

Laser light

In the case of joist catcher, adjust the level
by sliding the inserted joist
upward/downward and fasten it by the
clamp and the like.

[5] Installation of Sleepers and Joists
- Installation of aluminum joists (Joist
catcher)
* Fastening of the joist catcher and aluminum joist
is by total 4 pieces (2 pieces/one surface x two
surfaces) of the drill screw 5-16.
* In the case of aluminum joist joint part, fasten by
total 8 pieces (4 pieces/one surface x two
surfaces) of the drill screw 5-16.
* At the joist joint part, secure the clearance of 1 3 mm in the center part of the joist catcher.

- Installation of aluminum joist (Hexagonal
support)
* Fastening of the hexagonal support and
aluminum joist is by 2 pieces/one surface of the
drill screw 5-16.
* At the joint part of the joist, secure the clearance
of 1 - 3 mm in the center part of the joist catcher.
* In the case of L-shape supporting plate of the
hexagonal support, the direction of the
supporting plates should be rightward/leftward
alternately and fastening should be by the drill
screws from the both sides of the joist.

Aluminum joist
Aluminum joist

Drill screw 5-16

Drill screw 5-16

Drill screw 5-16

(2 pieces/one surface,
total 4 pieces)

(4 pieces/one surface,
total 8 pieces)

Joist catcher A-type

Joist catcher A-type

Aluminum joist

Aluminum joist
Drill screw 5-16

Drill screw 5-16

Drill screw 5-16

(2 pieces/one surface,
total 2 pieces)

(2 pieces/one surface,
total 2 pieces)

(2 pieces/one surface,
total 2 pieces)

Hexagonal support
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Hexagonal support
*

In the case of L-shaped supporting plate, the direction of the
supporting plates should be rightward/leftward alternate.

Construction Procedure 4
- Installation of steel joists (hexagonal
support)

Steel joist
Steel joist

* Fastening of the hexagonal supports and
steel joists should be by total 2 pieces (1
piece/one surface x two surfaces) of the drill
screw 5-16.
* In the case of the joint part of the steel joists,
fasten by total 4 pieces (2 pieces/one surface
x two surfaces) of the drill screw 5-16.
* At the joint part of the steel joists, secure the
clearance of 1 - 3 mm in the center part of the
hexagonal support.

Drill screw 5-16

Hexagonal support

- Fixation of steel sleepers and aluminum
joists
* To fasten the steel sleepers and aluminum
joists, drill two holes of φ15 at the upper
surface of the aluminum joist and, through
these holes, fasten it to the joist bottom by 2
pieces of the drill screws 5-16.
* In the case of the joint part of the aluminum
joists, drill 4 holes of φ15 on the upper
surface of the aluminum joist and, through
these holes, fasten it to the joist bottom by 4
pieces of the drill screw 5-16.
* At the joint part of the aluminum joist, secure
the clearance of 1 - 3 mm in the center of the
hexagonal support.
* When using at the highly public place, install
the vibration-proof rubber (EPDM t 2.0) at the
crossing part of the sleeper and joist.

Plan

Aluminum joist

* The steel sleepers and steel joists should be
fastened by total 2 pieces (one piece/one
surface x two surfaces) of the drill screw
5-16.
* In the case of the joint part of the steel joists,
fasten them by total 4 pieces (2 pieces/one
surface x 2 surfaces) of the drill screw 5-16.
* At the joint part of the aluminum joist, secure
the clearance of 1 - 3 mm in the center of the
hexagonal support.
* When using at the highly public place, install
the vibration-proof rubber (EPDM t 2.0) at the
crossing part of the sleeper and joist.

Drill screw 5-16

(One piece/one
surface, total 2 pieces)

(2 pieces/one surface,
total 4 pieces)

Hexagonal support

Joist upper-part φ15 hole

Joist upper-part φ15 hole

Steel sleeper

Drill screw 5-16

Drill screw 5-16

Drill screw 5-16

(One piece/one surface, total 2 pieces) (2 pieces/one surface, total 4 pieces)

Aluminum joist

Steel sleeper

Hexagonal support

- Fixation of steel sleepers and steel
joists

Drill screw 5-16

Steel joist

Hexagonal support

Steel sleeper

Drill screw 5-16
Steel sleeper

Hexagonal support

Vibration-proof rubber
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Drill screw 5-16

Drill screw 5-16

(One piece/one surface, total 2 pieces)

(2 pieces/one surface, total 4 pieces)

Aluminum joist

Hexagonal support

Construction Procedure 5
[6] Installation of Floorboards
[1] Items to be confirmed
- Before installation, confirm no raw material cracks and warps, and confirm the color.
[2] Overhang
- Floor with the floorboard in one way from one end to the other in accordance with the layout of the approved working drawing.
- The starting point and end point of floorboard flooring should be fixed with the drill screws. At the time, drill a prepared hole of 6
mm on the floorboard material, and prepare a countersink suitable for the countersunk head of the drill screw to prevent cracking
by the screw fastening. (*Be careful, if the drill screw fastening is directly done to the floorboard, cracks and damages of the
floorboard can be caused.)
- If the prepared hole position for the drill screw is drilled near the floorboard end and small holes, cracks can be caused by the
expansion/contraction of the floorboard material. Therefore, be sure to drill a prepared hole in the designated positions.
[3] Joints of the floorboards
- Joints in a longer direction
For the joints of the floorboards in a longer direction, secure the joint of 5 mm in the center part of the joist material and fasten with
an exclusive-use metal fastener. At this time, during the installation in winter, adjust the joint width between 5 - 7 mm, considering
the summer elongation.
Drill screw 5-45
- Joints in a shorter direction
Drill screw
For the joints of the floorboards in a shorter direction, secure the joint width of 5 - 6 mm
(Joint)
by using packing materials at the time of underfloor placing, considering the draining
during rain and ventilation under the floor.
[4] The clearance at the circumference
- The clearance between the floorboard and circumference part shall be basically 10 mm.
- As an exceptional arrangement, the clearance between the shorter direction and
A-A’ Section
circumferential part of floorboards can be 5 mm.
(In this case, be sure to take permission of the original contractor in advance.)
(Clearance)

(Clearance)
On-site cut
Drill screw
screw 5-45
Drill

Drill screw
Drill
screw5-45

(Clearance)

Drill screw 5-45

Start
(Joint)

Steel joist

Start
Hexagonal support
Floorboard

[5] Floorboard fixing metal fasteners

E Bracket
* Floorboard at the start side should be fixed with screws.

Bit:+2xφ4.5x65mmH

[3]

[1] Insert the claw-side of the E bracket into the side-slit of the
floorboard material.
[2] Insert the side-slit of the following floorboard material into the E
bracket installed in [1].
Put the packing material of 5 mm thickness between the joint
part, adjust the passage of the joint, and repeat the work of [1]
and [2].
[3] Fix tightly by fastening the exclusive-use screw of the E bracket
by the impact driver with + bit.
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Plan

Construction Procedure 6
[7] Installation of the Modesty Panel
- In the case of steel joist 50 x 50

Modesty panel

Drillscrew
screw 5-45
Drill

Drill
Drill screw
screw 5-45

E bracket

E bracket

Steel sleeper

Steel sleeper

DrillDrill
screw
5-16
screw
Drill
screw
5-16
Drill
screw

Modesty panel metal (ZAM)

Modesty panel metal (ZAM)

- In the case of aluminum joist 70 x 70

Modesty panel 145x30

Drill screw 5-45

Drill screw 5-45

E bracket

E bracket

Aluminum joist

Drill screw 5-16

Aluminum joist 70x70

Drill screw 5-16

Modesty panel metal (Aluminum)
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Modesty panel metal (Aluminum)

Construction Procedure 7
[8] Installation of Underfloor Inspection Hole

Reclaimed wood deck

Hat-shaped steel
E bracket (Clamping metal-fittings)

Hat-shaped steel

A-A’ Section

A-A’ Section

SUS countersunk head TECS 5-45 Brown color

Hat-shaped steel
Reclaimed wood deck

Sideslit lower-end cut
Hat-shaped steel
E bracket (Clamping metal-fittings)

A-A’ section
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Construction Procedure 8
Example of Step Layout
Drill screw 5-45

E bracket

Drill screw 5-16
Drill screw 5-45

Steel joist
Steel sleeper

Steel joist

Modesty panel metal (ZAM)

Example of Slope Layout
Drill screw 5-45
E bracket

E bracket

Drill screw 5-45

Steel joist
Drill screw 5-45

E bracket
Steel sleeper

Joist connecting material
(* To be installed at a joist bending point.)

* The grounding of the slope part should have
160 mm or more allowable height.
* Be careful for water puddle in the slope
concrete grounding.
Steel joist 50 x 50
Steel sleeper 50 x 50
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Construction Procedures 9
Layout Examples of Anti-roll Steel-Struts
E bracket

E bracket

Steel joist

Steel sleeper

Brace supporting plate

Brace
Brace

Brace

Brace supporting plate

Brace supporting plate

Reference drawing of anti-roll metal-fitting layout
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Construction Procedure 10
[9] Self-Inspection
- Site supervisors are required to implement quality management according to the following check sheet.
(1) Grounding construction
Management items
Marking

Joists
Supporting legs

Check points
Is arrangement of the
supporting legs in correct
arrangement? (Confirmation of
the working drawing)
Are intervals correct?
(Confirmation of the working
drawing)
Is perpendicularity correct?
Is there any miss-screwing?

Method

Inspection/criteria

Treatments

Scale

± 3.0 mm

Remarking

Scale

± 3.0 mm
No significant inclination
Visual inspection for all number

Correction

Visually
Visually

Correction
Re-screw

(2) Flooring construction
Management items

Check points

Method

Arrangement

Is arrangement correctly
according to the drawing?

Visually

Passage

Do passages go through
totally?

Joint

Is 5 mm expansion/contraction
joint secured in the longer
direction?
The end parts of floorboard
should be separated from the
building frame.

End treatment

Inspection/criteria

Treatments
Correction

Visually

The arrangement should be
correctly according to the
working drawing.
No significant bend.

Visually
Scale

Five mm joints should be
secured.

Correction

Visually
Scale

The clearances specified in the
working drawing should be
secured.

Correction
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Correction

